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Foreword by Misha Norland
Conveying the true simplicity of the homeopathic process from listening to acting,
and with a background of philosophical enquiry underpinning the whole, is the great task
that this book tackles. This is no mean task, and takes one who looks deeply to pull it off.
Dr. Dinesh Chauhan has done this with insight and humour. This new book from his now
seasoned hand, is a delight to read, for it is clear and insightful, and carries the reader along
to remember perennial truths as well as receiving practical advice and instruction about how
to be a homeopath in practice. Intuitively scientific is exactly what the author puts across,
blending both approaches in a manner that puts a smile upon what can otherwise become an
over-serious face. Thanks for a lovely book!
Misha Norland
Founder of the School of Homeopathy (U.K.)

Foreword by Harry van der Zee, MD
We can look at the development of homeopathy as a relay race in which the baton
is being handed over from master to pupil, from the old generation to the new. Some in
homeopathy strongly believe we should strictly adhere to this image. Stay exactly in the same
track and pass the baton exactly on as it has been handed on to you. In this ‘mach es genau
nach’ race the homeopathic athlete is not only running against the allopathic team – a group
of runners following a wrong track in which they pass on a malign message – but also against
homeopaths that pass on false messages while following diverted tracks.
India has a beautiful tradition of passing on ancient wisdom while keeping the old
masters in the highest possible respect. In his work Dinesh is showing that honouring ones
teachers not excludes, but to the contrary includes, a search for new insights and techniques
that can further improve the treasure that has been received.
In the Case Witnessing Process that he has developed from the rich sources that were
to his disposal we find the witness of true understanding – profound insight explained in a
simple way and presented systematically. Dinesh does justice to his teachers – first his patients,
then his main source Rajan Sankaran, then many others – by elaborating on what they have
passed on to him. May many readers and students pass on a similar (never the same!) honour
to him. Learn from this work and then add your own unique talents.
Harry van der Zee, MD
Editor-in-chief of Homoeopathic Links
The Netherlands, June 2011
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